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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 260
257.    When the lamina is bounded by rectilinear sides, p is constant for each side and may therefore be brought outside the integral sign.    The integral $ds/R is then the potential of that side at P.    We therefore have the following theorem.
If V "be the potential at any point P, of the area contained by any plane rectilinear figure regarded as of unit surface density; Vl, F2, &c. the potentials at the same point of its sides each regarded as of unit line density, w the solid angle subtended at P by the area, then V'= -fw+jpjFj +p<>V2 + <£c., where £ is the length of the perpendicular PN on the area, and p^p^, &c. are the perpendiculars from N on the sides taken with their proper signs.
The signs of the perpendiculars are determined by the following rule. If the point Q travel round the perimeter in the direction of the motion of the hands of a watch, the perpendicular p is positive or negative according as the origin N lies on the right or left-hand side of the tangent at Q.
258.    Potential of a solid.   If V" be the potential at any point P of a solid, of unit density, and bounded by plane rectilinear faces; F/, F2', &c. the potentials at the same point of its faces each regarded as of unit surface density, then
where ft, ft, <#c. are the perpendiculars from P on the faces taken with their proper signs.
Describe an elementary cone whose vertex is P and whose base is any element of area of the boundary of the solid.    Let du be its solid angle.    The volume of an element of the cone being r^dudr, the potential of the cone at P is rr*dudr
•where r is now the radius vector drawn from P to the elementary area da- and p is the perpendicular from P on the tangent plane.   The potential of the whole solid
body at P is therefore I I ^-^-.
When the boundaries of the solid are planes, p is constant for each plane and fedo-fr is the potential of that plane face at P. We have at once F"=p;pF'.
259.    The solid angle subtended at any point P by any triangle ABC is the area of the unit sphere enclosed by the planes PAB9 PBC, PGA.    This area is the same as that of the spherical triangle traced on the sphere by these planes, and a finite expression for its value is given in books on spherical trigonometry.    Since any polygonal area can bo divided into triangles it follows that the solid angle subtended at P by any rectilinear figure can always be found.    The result may be complicated but it involves no integrations which cannot be effected.
It immediately follows from Arts. 257, 258 that the potentials of all rectilinear figures and the potentials of all solids bounded by plane rectilinear faces can be found. Thus the three integrals which express the components of the attraction of a rectilinear lamina or solid can be found infinite, terms.
260.    Components of Attraction.   Some simple expressions may be found for the components of the attraction of the lamina.    We know by Playfair's theorem, that the component along the perpendicular PN on the lamina is equal to the solid angle subtended at P by the lamina, see Art. 27.
We may obtain an expression for the resolved part of the attraction along a straight line drawn in the plane. If this straight line be called the axis of x and the boundary of the lamina be a closed curve in the plane of xy, the x component

